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Agenda
§ 14:00 – 14.10
§ 14:10 – 14:35
§ 14.35 – 14.50
§ 14.50 – 15.00

Welcome and Introduction
(Katarzyna Jakimowicz, Lisbon Council)
The European Data Market and Data Monetisation
(Giorgio Micheletti, IDC)
Data Monetisation Models in Europe
(Catarina Arnaut & Marta Pont, Everis)
Q & A, Wrap-Up and Conclusions
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THE EUROPEAN DATA MARKET AND DATA MONETISATION
Giorgio Micheletti
IDC
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The Starting Point – The European Data Market is
in full swing…
EU 27 Value

EU 27 Value 2017-2020

€46
Bn

€51
Bn

110
€Bn

€60
Bn

DATA-DRIVEN REALITY
HIGH GROWTH SCENARIO

85
€Bn
Big Data, Cloud, Mobile, Social

2016

2025 Forecast Scenarios

2017

74
€Bn

EXPLOITING INNOVATION –
BASELINE SCENARIO
DIGITAL MAZE
CHALLENGE SCENARIO

2020
Source: IDC, EDM Monitoring Tool, 2018
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…and European Organizations are progressing
towards Digital Transformation

55%
26%

29%

21%

18%
Big Data, Cloud, Mobile, Social

6%
Digital Resister

Digital Explorer

Digital Player

Digital Transformer

Digital Disrupter

Source: IDC, European Digital Transformation Maturity Model Benchmark, 2017; n=403, May 2017
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50%

By 2020, 50% of
Large Enterprises
Will Be Generating
Data-as-a-Service
Revenue from the
Sale of Data

IDC FutureScape: Worldwide IT Industry 2018 Predictions; October 2017
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Data Monetisation and Data Sharing
Data Sharing

Data Monetisation

Business /
Organisational
Benefits
•

Improved productivity

•

Cost optimization

•

Better customer
relationships
New revenue

•
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Data Value Chains and Data Monetisation

IDC PlanScape: Data Monetisation. March 2018
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Three Types of Data Monetisation
Direct Revenues from Data Sale / Licensing

Additional Revenues bundled with other
solutions

Exchange Premiums/Trade discounts
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Case Studies – An Overview

Radianz services
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Where does this lead to…
A clear-cut form of Data Monetisation is hard to find

Data Monetisation comes in parallel with other non monetary benefits

Platforms are the preferred means to perform Data Monetisation

Big Data, Cloud, Mobile, Social

Company performance and sizes are directly related to Data Monetisation
practices
Digital maturity gaps, uncertainty around data ownership and data access rights,
lack of data skills & financial resources as key obstacles
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DATA MONETISATION MODELS IN EUROPE
Catarina Arnaut & Marta Pont
EVERIS

Data
monetisation
models in
Europe
from everis’ study for
DG CNECT
The Lisbon Council & IDC Webinar
everis’ findings from its study B2B Data Sharing in Europe
30 October 2018

Overview

1

Objectives, scope and methodology

2

Data monetisation: Our understanding

3

Data monetisation models

4

Conclusions

Objectives

Study on B2B data sharing in Europe done by everis for DG CONNECT
Deepening the understanding about data sharing and re-use in the EEA

The study aimed at:
• Estimating the quantitative dimension of data sharing
and re-use between companies in the EEA
• Ascertaining missed business opportunities resulting from
the lack of access to relevant data
• Determining the obstacles to data sharing and re-use
between companies
• Identifying success factors for B2B data sharing

Timeframe: July 2017-February 2018
Published in April 2018

Scope

Companies of all sizes in the EEA in 6 selected sectors

Focus on machinegenerated data

Methodology

Approach followed

16 companies interviewed
7 data monetisation models
identified

Case studies

Data monetisation models
Our understanding
Unilateral approach to data sharing under
which companies generate additional
revenues from the data they make
available to other companies (with the
data subjects’ permission). Data can also
be monetised through the provision of
enhanced services.

ü Unilateral approach to share data
ü Drivers:
§ Generate additional revenues
§ Add value to services provided
Ꭓ Data marketplaces and data brokers or
intermediaries not considered

Case studies

Data monetisation models
Our approach
Purpose of data sharing

Customers

Sector/industry

Type of data shared

Technical mechanisms used

Conditions for sharing data

Annual revenues from data sharing
Obstacles to data sharing

Data sharing start year
Success factors

Case studies

Data monetisation models: The case of Michelin
Using data to provide innovative services

Using data collected by sensors placed in their
tyres to provide enhanced services (tyre
maintenance, management of semi-trailers,
gaming training for truck drivers, etc.)
Fleet and transport operators, car insurers

Tyre manufacturer

APIs, Developers’ website, web-based and
smartphone apps (Michelin Solutions)

Air pressure, temperature, mileage,
geolocation, etc.

Data monetised as part of the data-driven
service to user or according to API usage.
Tailor-made service-specific contracts with
each data user defining the value of data

< 5 million/year of data sharing
revenues
1997

Data ownership rights, compliance wth
data protection rules & interoperability
Building trust through customised contracts
and adding value to services through data

Case studies

Data monetisation models: The case of Telefónica
Using data to improve decision-making and
support service optimisation

Dedicated data insights unit set up to help
companies make better decisions using
aggregated anonymised mobile data. Data is
an important asset (even if limited revenue)
Media, advertising, financial services,
retail, tourism and transport

Telecommunications

APIs and dedicated Fourth Platform
currently under development

Anonymised crowd movement data
from its mobile phone customers

Tailored licensing agreements as a prerequisite (based on a common template). Price
determined depending on the strategic value
for the customer. Data shared against a fee

Classified
2011

No one-fits-all tool, raising awareness of the
network data potential and ensuring
interoperability across its markets and systems
Supporting customers in their data
journeys and understanding their needs

Case studies

Data monetisation models: The case of TomTom
Making data sharing an inherent part of
their business model

Data sharing accounts for an increasingly
bigger share of the company’s revenues, as
the data they hold has a significant
economic value to its customers
OEMs, technology vendors, GIS and
advanced driver assistance systems providers

Navigation services provider
Digital maps, real-time and historic
traffic and travel data
> 250 million/year of data sharing
revenues
1993

Rest APIs, SDKs, FTP server, DVDs, web
portal
Licensing agreements laying down usage
conditions, restrictions and audits rights. Data
value is estimated based on different criteria
(features of data, maintenance costs, etc.)
Data localisation restrictions, technical
limitations linked to data volume, usage
control and maintenance costs
High demand for map data, matching
customers’ needs, supporting legal framework

Conclusions

Concluding thoughts
Based on the seven data monetisation models studied
ü Profile: Companies from various sectors, sizes and with different customers and
needs… but generally companies already experimenting with data for more than 8
years
ü Drivers: Generating additional revenues and/or making happier customers with
better services…, but also supporting growth by helping other companies to
improve/develop their products/services or optimise their processes
ü Common obstacles: Interoperability issues, ownership rights, operational costs,
uncertainty about data value, and privacy concerns
ü Success factors: Building trust, having clear licensing agremeents in place,
educating customers on data potential, understanding and meeting customers’
needs, and ensuring the sustainabilty of data sharing and return on investment

Study: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/findings-commission-funded-study-data-sharing-companies-europe

Thank you
Catarina Arnaut and Marta Pont
data.sharing@everis.com

Consulting, Transformation, Technology and Operations
everis.com

Q&A, WRAP-UP AND CONCLUSIONS
Katarzyna Jakimowicz (Lisbon Council)
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